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ABSTRACT 
A method for carrying out the Gauss elimination solution of linear systems is 
presented. The novelty arises from the fact that the pivot matrices are not required to 
be invertible, so that, for example, a scalar pivot may be zero, and a matrix pivot may 
be rectangular or singular. The need to execute the elimination algorithm in such 
circumstances arose in connection with a finite element solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations in velocity-pressure variables. This application is briefly discussed, as is a 
method for the implementation f the algorithm. 
I. THE ALGORITHM 
The algorithm will be explained for the case of a square matrix and for 
square diagonal blocks. Generalizations to other situations are obvious. 
Consider the l inear system of N equations in N unknowns 
A(~xl + A(~x~ + . . .  + A(~)~xn = b~ 1~, 
A(~Ixl + A(~)zx 2 +. . .  + A(~,xn = b(zt', (1) 
where the matrices Atilj ) are rectangular of order n i × n i, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
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1 = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, with 
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~ ni=N. 
Multiplying the first equation by [ A(~] + , the pseudoinverse oi A]~], and then 
by A(~] ), and then subtracting the result from the ith equation for i = 2,3 . . . . .  n, 
gives the following system, equivalent o (1) in the sense of having the same 
solutions: 
(I) 
a(~) .. = b(22) a(l~, + A(~2X2 + . . . _1_ z'2n*n z-21,Vl 
a") - ,  + a (2)- + . - -  + a~.x .  = b(~ ), 31~|  32a~2 (2) 
(2) /,1(2) A (1) ~ + A(2) ,r 4- . . . .  ~- Annx n = - -n l ,~  i . in2 . , . ,  2 u n . 
where x 1 = Yl + zl with A(~]zt = 0 and Yl _k z v Now multiplying the second 
equation in (2) by [A(~] +, and then by A(~9 ~, and then subtracting the result 
from the ith equation for i = 3,4 . . . . .  n yields the next equivalent system, 
Following this reduction through to its conclusion yields the equivalent 
system of equations 
a?~u, + A?dx2 + . . .  + AT .x .  = b? ' ,  
A(z~. + a(z) . . . . . .  + A(2) ~ = b~Z) 2i"*'l "~22Y2 " 2n~n . 
A'a~zl  + A~z ,2  + " "  + A(:a~,x,, = b (a), (3) 
where, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
A(ii]z~ = 0, xi = Yi + z~, and y~ ± zi. (4) 
The coefficients in (3) and (4) can always be computed, regardless of the 
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character of the pivot matrices A(iii ). Moreover, (3)-(4) are equivalent to (1), 
since the latter is easily reconstructed from the former. For the case of 
invertible pivot matrices, for which [A(iii )] + = [A(~ )] 1, it is clear that (3) is the 
usual upper block triangular system and that (4) yields that z~ = 0. 
Equations (3) and (4) may now be solved in the following way. Let L, D, 
and U respectively denote the strictly lower, diagonal, and strictly upper 
block triangular parts of the coefficient matrix in (3). Then (3) becomes 
(D+U)y=b-(L+U)z, (5) 
where y = (Yl . . . . .  yn) r and z = (z 1 .. . . .  z , )  r. From (3) and (4) we see that 
{ n 1 
j j= i+L  
j~ i  
for j = n, n - 1 .. . . .  1, so that clearly (5) is uniquely solvable for y by back 
substitution. Letting T = D + U, it follows that for a certain unique N × N 
matrix S, 
y = Sb-  S(L + U)z ,  
Ty=b- (L  +U)z .  
(6) 
Indeed, S (which incidentally is not equal to T + ) is block upper triangular, 
and, for example, 
[A~'/] + Sii = 
s , , ,+  1 = - [  a(,',)] + A% + 1 rL A" + 1' ,  ,+1] + . 
s , ,+2=- [a . : ; ]+( . .+2. -A( , , . ,+ l [a .+.  I+A.+ ' .  ~ra.'+2, 1+ , "x i , i+2  i+ l , i+ l J  i+ l , i+2 J  t i+2, i+2J  , 
etc. As is noted in the next section, it is not necessary to explicitly compute S
or in fact to explicitly compute the pseudoinverses [A(iii)] +. All the necessary 
quantities, e.g., Sb and S(L + U), may be computed by an elimination 
procedure. Having obtained the relations (6), we next substitute the first of 
(6) into the second to yield 
( I  - TS) (L  + U)z  = ( I  - TS)b, (7) 
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Now let the null spaces of A~ in (4) be represented in the form 
Z k = B(k )~ k) (8)  
in terms of (minimal sets of) parameters ~(k). Substitution i to (7) then yields 
the system 
RA = (i -~s)b ,  (9) 
where R is computed from I - TS, L + U, and B (k), k = 1,2 ..... n, in the 
obvious way, and A = (~(1) .....  ~l,))r. Equation (9), in general, contains more 
equations than unknowns, but nevertheless is a consistent system. In fact, the 
rank deficiency of (9) is equal to that of the original system, since (6), along 
with the supplementary relations (4), is equivalent to the original system, and 
(9) and (6) are in turn equivalent to (6) and (4). Equation (9) may be solved 
for A in the fornl 
R*RA = R* ( I  - TS)b  (I0) 
with the square positive semidefiuite coefficient matrix R*R. Then z may be 
found from (8) and y from (6), and the solution is complete. Concerning (10), 
notice that the number of equations in it is the sum of the dimensions of the 
local null spaces encountered during the elimination procedure. Presumably 
- -and  this is certainly trne in the example of Section 1--this is much smaller 
than N. 
2. IMPLEMENTATION 
Concerning the practical implementation f the method of Section 1, two 
points must be made. First, it is ru~t necessary to explicitly compute any 
generalized inverse. This is significant, since generalized inverses may be 
awkward to find. The second point, not unrelated to the first, is that the bases 
for the null spaces of A~,  k = 1 .. . . .  n, are easily found as part of the main 
calculations. Specifically, a typical step of the initial reduction leading to (2) 
would proceed as follows. (It will be sufficient o consider the first step of the 
reduction.) First, Aql~ must be reduced to upper triangular form by row 
operations across the rows of (1) corresponding to A~11~. This is achieved in the 
usual manner by ltsing a row interchange strategy as necessary. If a column 
contains all zeros on and below the diagonal, then it is already in the required 
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form and processing resumes with the next column. Second, back substitu- 
tions using as data the transformed A~, A~ .... .  A~I~, and b~ ~ are carried 
out. Certain components can be arbitrarily assigned uring this process if 
either A~:~ is rectangular, or its reduced form has zeros on the diagonal, or 
both. Further, a basis for the null space of A~ can be easily found by the 
usual method of successively setting all but one of the arbitrary components 
to zero. To complete the second phase, i.e., the back substitution procedure, 
the computed column vectors associated with the data A~ .... .  A~,  b~ l~ 
must be projected orthogonally to the computed null space of A~. The effect 
of these calculations is that the orthogonalized columns are precisely the 
quantities 
,, 
and the computed null vectors form the columns of B tl~. 
3. APPLICATION TO THE STOKES EQUATIONS 
As an application of the previous method, consider the stationary Stokes 
equations in a bounded polygonal region f~ c R 2. A rigorous formulation [1] 
of the problem is as follows: find u, p ~/401(~2) × L~(f~) such that 
vf~Tu:~Tv-ftlpdivv=filf.v Vv E/~01(~), (11) 
f qdivu = 0 Vq ~ L~(fl), (12) 
where /~01(12) is the Sobolev space of first order differentiable vector fields 
with zero trace on 9fl, the boundary of ~, and L~(fl) is that subset of square 
integrable functions with mean zero on ft. Here v is a positive constant. 
For definiteness, let a simple pair of trial spaces for u and p be defined as 
follows. Let ,h be a triangulation of l-l, and define shc L~(fl) to be the 
linear space of piecewise constant functions on the triangulation. Let ~h 
denote the triangulation obtained by dividing each triangle of ,h into four 
congruent triangles. Define V h c/~l( f l )  to consist of all continuous piecewise 
linear vector fields on ~h which vanish on a~ [2]. Then (11) and (12) may be 
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approximated asfollows: find u h, pJ' ~ V h × S h such that 
PfVUh:Vvh- - fphd ivvh=f J 'v  h Vvh~V h, (13) 
Jp qh divu h = 0 Vq h ~ S h. (14) 
In terms of the usual bases for V h and S h a linear system of equations for the 
nodal values of u h and ph is obtained from (13)-(14). Before this system can 
be written down, it is necessary to assign an ordering to the unknowns. The 
most usual orderings are those which yield a linear system with small 
bandwidth. However, this strategy is not so useful in the context of (13)-(14), 
due to the excessively large amount of storage required for even moderate 
accuracy, Therefore, we make use of a technique known, in the solid 
mechanics literature, as substructuring. A substructure ordering is one in 
which the final system of equations takes the form 
[A ,  
_ C1 
A,,, B,,, W,,, 
.... G,, D W,,~ 
I ll. 
= ~ ' 
l ~i +, 
(J5) 
where each W i contains both velocity and pressure variables. To obtain the 
equation system in this form, the region ~ is divided into subregions f~, 
i = 1,2 ..... m, whose boundaries 0~2 i coincide with boundaries of the triangu- 
lation ~.h, SO that f~ itself is properly triangulated. Then the ith equation, 
i = 1 ..... m, of (15) is simply the discrete Stokes equations written for f~ with 
interior unknowns W/ and with boundary unknowns from af~ i included in 
W,, + t. This construction is equally valid for general polynomial spaces V/' 
and S h. 
It remains to solve (15). Naturally, block elimination is suggested. How- 
ever, in contrast o the solid mechanics case (using displacement variables), 
the blocks A, of (15) are singular, and therefore direct elimination is not 
possible. The singularity arises from the following. As mentioned above, A~ 
constitutes the discrete Stokes equations associated with the interior ~2~ of the 
ith subregion ~i = f~i (J 0~2 i. The ith discrete quation in (15) is formed by 
applying (13)-(14) with the restricted spaces whJ~, and shj~. The key point 
h is that the functions belonging to S J~, do not have zero mean over ~2~, and 
therefore the local Stokes problems are determined only up to an additive 
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scalar. Thus, the blocks A i, i=  1 ... . .  m, are singular. Nevertheless, block 
elimination can still be carried out using the algorithm of Sections 1-2. For 
the simple elements introduced above, the local null spaces will be one 
dimensional, so that (10) will be an m × m system, where m is the number of 
subregions ~2 i. Of course, this will be a very small number compared with the 
total number of velocity and pressure variables. The automatic nature of the 
algorithm should also be emphasized; it is not necessary to have any a priori 
information about the dimension of the local null spaces. The algorithm itself 
finds these dimensions. 
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